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Arizona Lawmaker Urges Halt of Certification as Trump
Team Delivers Bombshell Fraud Evidence

YouTube

The bombshell has officially hit.

After a revealing hearing before Arizona
Republican lawmakers on Monday in which
the Trump teams presented evidence of
voter fraud, State Representative Mark
Finchem (R-Oro Valley) issued a call to
withhold the state’s Electoral College votes
for Joe Biden because he believes “there is
enough significant evidence of fraud to
invalidate the state’s votes.”

The hearing took place on the same day that
the state certified the election for Joe Biden.
But Trump attorney Rudy Giuliani urged the
Republican legislators to get to the bottom
of the fraud, asserting that “You also had
numerous situations of your workers, your
citizens, observing the poll officials helping
people vote to the point of telling them who
to vote for.”

“Poll workers being observed changing votes, taking ambiguous votes and making sure they were cast
for Biden,” Giuliani said.

In one of the hearing’s most eye-opening moments, the Trump team gave time to retired Colonel Phil
Waldron, a cybersecurity expert who also spoke at Giuliani’s meeting about election fraud concerns
with Pennsylvania state lawmakers last week.

During his testimony, Waldron confirmed that experts witnessed Dominion communicating with
Frankfurt, Germany, on Election Day.

This is significant as the Trump team has asserted that servers in Germany belonging to Dominion have
already been seized and are now being analyzed for evidence. Lieutenant Colonel Thomas McInerney,
an illustrious retired Air Force officer who served at high levels under the secretary of defense and the
vice president, has recently claimed that U.S. Special Forces obtained the servers at a raid of a CIA
facility in Frankfurt (meaning it was soldiers versus CIA) and that there were casualties during the
operation.

After confirming that Dominion systems are connected to the Internet, Waldron said:

Our teams looked at spider graphs of the Dominion network on Election Day and showed the
increased Web traffic — Internet traffic — on Election Day for Dominion servers.…

Our team has been researching this specific issue since August of this year. We are working
with another team that’s been intently working on this voting machine manipulation for
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about two years when it became apparent in the Ted Cruz and Beto race in 2018 as well as
the Kentucky governor’s race with Matt Bevins. We saw significant anomalies in those races
and that’s kind of the experience or our background working with this system. 

And I would tell you as an unconventional warfare information operations/information
warfare specialist, the American populace is facing an unconventional warfare scenario.
This is information warfare. The voting systems in the U.S. and Arizona — Dominion and
several of the other machines — were built to be manipulated, and as the mayor said they’ve
been used in elections around the world with questionable results, and we believe these
same questionable results are present in this election.…

These machines have multiple points of injection that are vulnerable everywhere from the
server level — where passwords, accesses are posted for the Dark Web for any hacker to get
in and access them. And what they can do at the far, far right limit is download csv files, or
like an Excel spreadsheet, change the columns, and re-upload them, and that can be done at
the server level. At the operator level, if there’s software, it can be corrupted, it can be
manipulated with a device that’s as small and simple as a USB device — which these
machines are booted up and run off of.

Also at the hearing, Dr. Shiva Ayyadurai, the famed scientist and engineer with various MIT degrees,
presented data showing that the only way for Biden to have statistically caught up with President
Trump in Arizona was if Democrat votes came in at 130 percent for Biden and -30 percent for the
president.

Dr. Shiva Ayyadurai presents his data at the #ArizonaHearing, showing the only way for
Biden to have statistically caught up with @realDonaldTrump was if Democrat votes came in
at 130% for Biden and -30% for Trump pic.twitter.com/P2q80JWs78

— Team Trump (@TeamTrump) November 30, 2020

Although Arizona, which Joe Bidenly supposedly won by approximately 10,000 votes, certified its results
on Monday, State Representative Finchem urged lawmakers to withhold the certification due to the
voter-fraud evidence.

“We are clawing our electoral college votes back, we will not release them. That’s what I’m calling our
colleagues in both the House and the Senate to do,” said Finchem. “Exercise our plenary authority
under the U.S. Constitution.”

He added, “There is a legal brief out there that says we are not tethered to state statue. When it comes
to this one question, a simple majority can call the House and Senate back, and in a day pass a
resolution, and cause those electors to basically be held. And it is binding. I’ll see you all in court.”
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